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Abstract-The fusion of rough set and fuzzy set has become
one of the hot issues in the disposal of intelligence information in
recent years. In this paper, fuzzy equivalence class on A -
transitive compatible relation is introduced. A special A -
transitivity, also referred to as Tm-fuzzy transitive compatible
relation in information systems is created. On the basis, fuzzy
rough set and its improvement are discussed respectively.

Index Terms- A -transitive compatible relation, Fuzzy
equivalence class, fuzzy rough set.

I. INTRODUCTION
Fuzzy set theory was proposed by Zadeh in 1965 and

rough set theory was proposed by Pawlak in 1982
"Ref.[I] . " They are two kinds of approaches to the study
of intelligent systems characterized by uncertain, imprecise
and incomplete information. For the purpose of studying
further, some researchers proposed the view of combing those
two theories. As a result, the methods of the fuzzy rough set
and the rough fuzzy set come into being successively
"Ref.[2] and Ref.[3]." The fuzzy rough set is the keystone of

this paper.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides some

basic concepts in fuzzy rough set such as A -transitive
compatible relation, fuzzy equivalence class , their
acquisitions and so on. Fuzzy rough set and its improvement
are explained in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively.

II. Fuzzy COMPATIBLE RELATION AND Fuzzy
EQUIVALENCE CLASS

A. A-Transitive Compatible Relation
One extension of rough set is that the equivalence

relation on universe U is generalized to A -Transitive
compatible relation. Let R be the fuzzy relation on universe
U, if the next three formulas
1) Reflexivity YR (U,U) = 1 (VU E U);
2) Symmetry AR (U, V) = PR (V, U) (VU, V E U);
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3) A-Transitivity
PR (U,W) >,R (U, V)AYR (V, W) (VU, V,WE U),

are satisfied, R is called A-Transitive compatible relation on
U, where A is a triangle-module operator on unit closed
interval [0,1] and aAb < min(a, b) . The following three cases
of A is most common:
1) A=min(A-Transitive compatible relation is just fuzzy

equivalence relation.);
2) A=x(x means general numeric multiplication.);
3) A=Tm(a Tm b=max(0, a+b-1)).

B. The Acquisition of A-Transitive Compatible Relation
Suppose RI, R2,..., Rn be n equivalence relations on

universe U, let
n

PR(U,V) = ZaiRiR(U,V)
i=l

n
where la, = 1, ai > 0(Vi) .

i=l

(1)

The relation R defined in (1) is Tm- Transitive
compatible relation on U. It is obviously that reflexivity and
symmetry hold. The proof of its transitivity is shown as
follow.

Proof: For any u,v, we U, R(uRw)= EW

fiRi (U,W)=l

PR (U, V) = a , UR (V,W)= Eai . Among the three
/tRi (U,V)=l fRi (V,W)=l

formulas, if a. appears in the two of them, it must be in the
other one. Hence, if E is sum of all the ai s which appear
in the three formulas at the same time, YR (U, W) =ai + a,
AR (U,V) = Qai +l,Y5R (v,w) = ai + y, in which a,fi, y
is sums without common ai . And

YR (U,W) 2 YR (U,V)+UR (V,W)-1

jaj +a>2Zaj +,f+y-I
¢a .1-(/3+Y)+a

n

i=l

The last formula must hold, so
YR (U, W) . YR (U, V)TMYR (V, W).

By the remark on the above, we can obtain a Tm-
Transitive compatible relation from n equivalence relations
on U. But it is still a problem that how to decompose a Tm-
Transitive compatible relation into a weighted sum of n
equivalence relations. When Ri (i = 1,2, ..-,n) is a family of
nested equivalence relations, namely R1 c R2 c ... Rn I
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min- Transitive compatible relation on U can be obtained
from formula (1). That is fuizzy equivalence relation.

C. The Acquisition ofCompatible Relation in Information
Systems

Edified by the view of previous section, we work out
a method constructing compatible relation in information
systems, which maybe become the great breakthrough of
generalizing the classical rough set.

Suppose I = (U, A, V, f) is an information system,
A = {a,, a2, **, an} is a finite attribute sets, every attribute
ai (i = 1,2 n) corresponds with an equivalence called
indiscernibility relation. We can get Tm-Transitive
compatible relation on U by (1), where ai means the
significance of ai in A.

Method 1: Assign weight coefficient averagely,
ai =1/n (i = 1,2,- n) .

When
n

(u, V) E nai , FUR (U, V)= .
i=1

In general,
AiR (U, V) = card{as: uaiv}/n .

Considering user's interests, we have the following method:
Method 2: Assign bigger weight coefficient to core and

attributes user are interested in.

D. Fuzzy Equivalence Class
Suppose R is A-Transitive compatible relation on U, the

fuzzy equivalence class [U]R is defined as follows:
fl[U]R (V) = fR (U V) (VV E U). (2)

When R is general equivalence relation, (2) just defined an
equivalence class. In the most cases, [U]R iS collection of
elements of U adjacent to u, and it is a fuzzy set.

In 1988, Hohle proposed that a family of fuzzy sets Ui
(i=1,2,...,n) form fuzzy equivalence classes of U if and only
if they satisfy the following axioms:
1) every Ui is normal, namely

core(Ui ) = I (Vli E- {1,2, *** n});
2) au, (u)MAAR (U, V) . flUi (V);
3) flUi (U)Afui (V) . PR (U, V)

In the axiom (1), all the Ui must be non-empty. In the
axiom (2), elements adjacent to v should belong to the
equivalence class of v. In the axiom (3), R includes the
Cartesian product of any equivalence class and itself on A.
On the other hand, any two elements of Ui are correlate by R.
Axiom (2) can also be described as

U, ®RcU.U (3)
Where fu, ®R (V) = supuu, (u)Af,R (U, V) iS matrix-vector

UE U

product on A. Actually ,Ui, a fuzzy set on U, is equivalent to
a row vector; and R is equivalent to a matrix. The product of
U and R on A is just shown as formula (3).

Obviously, the family of fuzzy equivalence classes
{U1, U2, * *, Un} induced by R, satisfies the three axioms. For
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the reflexivity of R, when Ui c Ui ® R is hold, the axiom (2)
can be strengthened as Ui ® R = Ui, which is equivalent to
the character fuzzy set of R on each Ui. The fuzzy
equivalence classes {U1,U2,...,U,,} of A -Transitive
compatible relation have following properties:

Proposition 1:
If Ui . Uj => --]uE U):fu1 (u) =,fu (u)=1

Proof: Suppose Ui = [U]R, U =[V]R. If there exists

we U such that fu, (w) = ,lu (w) = 1, that is

UR (u, w) = AR (v, w) = 1 , then
UR (U, V) . ,R (U, W)AlR (V, W) = 1 (lAl = 1).

So UR (u, v) = 1. For any pE U,

JuUj (P) =AR (USI P)
. AR (U,V)AfR (V,p) = JR (V,p) = fUj (P)

Analogously, the reverse inequation is also holding. Thus,
fui (P) = fuu (p) , namely Ui = Uj .

From Proposition 1, for any two different fuzzy
equivalence classes Ui . Uj, core(Ui rUj) =dD. They are

non-intersective. In other words, if Ui, Uj, then Ui = Uj .
There doesn't exist any inclusion relation among Ui.

Proposition 2

suP UUi = U.

For any U E U 'fl[U]R = fUR (u,u) =1 ,so Proposition 2
holds. Because of Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, R
induces a weak fuzzy partition on U according to
{UI,U2,.., Un} generated from (2). But how is the A -
Transitive compatible relation R described by equivalence
class Ui?

Suppose {U1,U2,. * *,Unj} is a group of fuzzy
equivalence classes induced by R, R is fuzzy union of fuzzy
Cartesian product Ui x Ui on the triangle module A. That is

AU xu, =maxfuu (u)Au,fl (v)i=l,n
= max*UR (U, W)AflR (V, W)

vEU

=IUR (U, V).

III. Fuzzy ROUGH SET
We can set about constructing fuzzy rough set from the

weak fuzzy partition (D={F1,F2,...,F,,} on U. (D is from
either fuzzy equivalence classes by A-Transitive compatible
relation or other approaches. In fuzzy rough set, frizzy
decisions(fuzzy events) F should be described by a group of
fuzzy condition sets (D . Let

Mi =flg:>(F) (Fi) (4)
UE

mi= AD(F) (Fi) = inf (lF, (U) -> F (U) * (5)ueLJU



where a - b =l- aA(l - b) =-(aA--b) (-_a = - a) is called
multi-value implication or S-implication. The pair
(9(F), ¢?(F)) is called A-fuzzy rough set and "A=min" is
our main attention.

When A=min, Formula (1) and Formula (2) can be
transformed to Formula (3) and Formula (4) respectively.

Mi = 1'U(F) (Fi ) = sup FinF (U)* (6)
tuEU

mi = A(F) (Fi) = inf AFi uF (U) (7)

In the above formulas, Mi and mi mean possibility and
inevitability ofFi contained in F separately.

When F is common subset of U, formula (6) and
formula (7) are still correctly and can be transformed as
follows:

Mi = Sup/F, (U)* (8)
uEF

mi=l-SUpIF.(U) (9)
uEF

When 1 induces the exact partition of U, formula (6)
and formula (7) can be simplified as:

Mi =SUP4F(U) (10)
uEFi

mi inf UF(U) (1
ueFi

They are rough fuzzy sets ofF employing partition 4 .When
(D induces the exact partition of U and F is non-fuzzy subset
of U, formula (6) and formula (7) degenerate to Pawlak rough
set (9(F), ¢(F)) .

IV. IMPROVEMENT OF Fuzzy ROUGH SET
There are many forms of fuzzy rough set and every form

provides some room of refinement. In this section, we will
introduce a kind of improvement associated with some
experiences in studying rough set.

The correlation intension between decision fuzzy event F
and condition fuzzy events set c1 ={F1, F2,.. ,F,,} is given
by fuzzy rough set. Our aim is to find:

¢D(F) and I?(F)eEP(U)
which meets /4u0(F)(u) < /IF(u) < u1-(F) (u), it is similar to

R(A)(u) < HA(U) . R(A)(u) in exact set. ¢?(F) and ¢?(F)
should be constructed just by D =I{F,, F2,**"Fn} and F.

116(F) (U) ,uA(F) (U) should be as small as possible. This is
view of optimal approximation.
A. Inclusion Function in Fuzzy Set

Among the inclusion functions in fuzzy set, we adopt the
definition hereinafter.

VA,BE P(U) , the degree of A contained in B is

I(A, B) = card(A n B)/card(A),
where card(A)= ,>yA(u).

ueU
Formally, the inclusion fiuction can be formulated as

follows.

Definition 1: Let I: (U)xi(U) - [0,1], if following
conditions are satisfied, for VA,BE 'I(U),

I(A,B) = iffA =B
and

if Ar B = 0 then I(A,B)=I(B,A)=0 ,
I(A,B) is called the inclusion function and its value is the
degree of A contained in B or B containing A.

B. A -Approximate Fuzzy Set
Definition 2: Let U is a finite universe,

D ={F1,F2,.**FFn} is a group of fuzzy sets, sup UFi =U
FiEO

FE I(U) is a fuzzy set, I is a inclusion function and
AE (0,1] . We say fuzzy set F in the approximate space
(U, 1D, I) is A -approximate if

min{I(fFi,F), I(UFi,F)} 2
i i

The coefficient TF = card(UF-nF )/card(U)
i i

(card

means cardinality of sets) is called approximate tolerance
degree.

Obviously, if I(rJFi, F) = 2L' then for any u E U, the
reliability of ,nFj (u) </F (U) is AL ; if I(F,uF;) =Au 9

then for any uE U, the reliability of I1F (u) <.u/Fi (u) is

Au; if AL= U =1, then for any uE U,

/riF, (U) <,F (U) <.uFF (U). (12)
Formula (12) helps to approximate /UF (u) in the case of
#,F (u) > 0 or lF. (u) < 1 . The tolerance degree TF is a
measure of characterizing upper and lower approximation.
We hope TF is very small.

C. Improved Fuzzy Rough Set
Suppose Fe I(U) is A -approximate fuzzy set in

space (U, 4D, I), the target is to find FD*, (D. c ( such that

min I(nF,F)j(F, UFY ) > A
Fie ( FieO

and
card(U Fn- nFi)

FieD Fie'E'
is minimal. In other words, we want to find the intersection of
the fuzzy sets ( = {F1,F2, -.,FF} as big as possible and the
degree ofthe intersection contained in F is at least A and to
find the union of the fuzzy sets as small as possible and the
degree of the union containing F is not less than A .

Definition 3: Suppose FE TP(U) is A -approximate
fuzzy set in space (U, (D, I) , let

L(F) = {A c (?:I( nFi,F) 2A}
FiEA

and
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U(F)={Bc D:I(F, UFj)>2A}
FiEB

If A* E L(F), B* E U(F) and

c duFi nFlj) AEL(F),BeU(F) F A

We say ¢2(F)= nFi and DA(F)= UFi are upper and
FiEA* FiEBe

lower approximations of F in (U, D, I) and the pair

(_D (F), (D (F)) is improved fuzzy rough set.

According to Definition 3, the reliability of
MM fFi (U) < AF (U) < max UF, (u) or

(I (F) c F s (DA (F) is A that provides evidences for
estimating /uF (u) . The tolerance degree

T,A = card(4DA(F) - (DX(F))/card(U)

characterizes an approximate quality.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown the theory of fuzzy rough

set. Fuzzy equivalence class on A -transitive compatible
relation is introduced, a special A -transitivity, Tm-fuzzy
transitive compatible relation in information systems is
created and it may become the breakthrough of generalizing
classical rough set theory , fuzzy rough set and its
improvement on such a basis are discussed respectively.
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